
 
 

 

 

 
 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 
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Vox Luminis 

 Sophia Faltas soprano (as Anima) 

Raffaele Giordani tenor (as Corpo & Tempo) 

Massimo Lombardi tenor (as Consiglio & 

Mondo) 

André Pérez Muíño alto (as Intelletto) 

Jan Kullmann alto (as Piacere) 

Roberto Rilievi tenor, Guglielmo Buonsanti 

bass (as doi compagni) 

Victoria Cassano soprano (as Angelo 

Custode) 

Estelle Lefort soprano (as Vita Mondana) 

Lorant Najbauer bass (as Anime Damnate) 

Zsuzsi Tóth soprano (as Anima Beate) 

Korneel Van Neste alto 

Olivier Berten tenor 

Lionel Meunier bass, artistic director 
   

 Tuomo Suni violin 

Birgit Goris viola 

Ronan Kernoa gamba 

James Munro violone 

Josué Melendez cornetto 

Simen Van Mechelen trombone 

Joren Elsen trombone 

Laura Agut trombone 

Joost Swinkels trombone 

Simon Linné theorbo, guitar 

Justin Glaie theorbo, guitar 

Bor Zuljan cetterone, lute 

Sarah Ridy harp 

Lies Wyers lirone, gamba 

Anthony Romaniuk organ 

 

 

 

 

 

Emilio de' Cavalieri  (c.1550-1602)   Rappresentatione di Anima, et di Corpo (1600)   
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Where did opera begin? Monteverdi’s Orfeo (1607) is the 

earliest masterpiece, a work with a place still in the 

repertoire, some will argue. Others will point to Jacopo 

Peri’s Dafne (1597), or – since that survives only in 

fragments – to the composer’s Euridice (1600). The 

wildcard in the debate, however, is always Emilio de’ 

Cavalieri’s Rappresentatione di Anima, et di Corpo. 

Premièred in Rome in February 1600, this uncategorisable 

piece of music-theatre is certainly the earliest of the works 

to survive with its music complete, as well as the first to be 

published. But is it really an opera? It’s a question that has 

kept musicologists wrangling for decades. 

The answer lies unhelpfully (but much more interestingly) 

somewhere at the junction of the two opposing arguments: 

whether an opera or oratorio, Rappresentatione is the 

product of a nation and an age fizzing with 'marvellous 

invention' and wealthy patrons eager to fund it. Spoken 

drama and sung music were coming together for the first 

time, colliding in different ways, generating innovative new 

forms and styles, both sacred and secular. 

A Roman nobleman, Cavalieri honed his instinct for 

theatre in Florence, a member of the influential Camerata 

and a colleague and competitor of Peri and Caccini. When 

the Duke of Tuscany celebrated his marriage in 1589, it was 

Cavalieri who masterminded the elaborate sequence of 

masque-like intermezzi performed to mark the occasion. 

And in the decade that followed he composed a number of 

pastorals – proto-operas in miniature. 

But Rappresentatione represented something grander 

and more ambitious. That Cavalieri understood the 

significance of the piece is clear from its elaborate printing. 

The most extravagant music volume printed in early 

modern Rome, the work was also the first to include a 

complete libretto alongside the musical score. Still more 

notable were the series of prefaces published as part of the 

volume – practical instructions for the staging of the work: 

a blueprint for 17th-century dramaturgy. 

While the piece was first performed in a sacred context – 

in the Oratory of St Philip Neri in Vallicella, to audiences 

filled with cardinals – the prefaces leave little doubt that the 

performance was staged, and both staging and costumes 

were integral to the composer’s conception of a holistic 

work combining spoken word, drama, solo song, choruses, 

instrumental ritornelli and pitched declamation – the game-

changing recitar cantando, ancestor to recitative, that 

Cavalieri was among the first composers to employ. While 

performing forces are not specified beyond ‘doubled voices 

and a good quantity of instruments’ (and the work can be 

scaled up or down as desired), the composer does suggest 

that the musicians are divided into three separate groups, 

adding a further spatialised element to a performance 

modern producers would probably call ‘immersive’. 

While not strictly Biblical, the drama is a sacred one – 

playing out the central tenets of the Counter-Reformation 

as an elaborate allegory. The drama, as the title suggests, is 

a dialogue between the Soul and the Body, the libretto the 

work of Father Agostini Monni. Anima (Soul) and Corpo 

(Body) are on a quest, journeying through the world in 

search of answers. They are confronted with a series of 

temptations and arguments presented by figures like 

Piacere (Pleasure), Mondo (World) and Vita Mondana 

(Worldly Life), who all urge the pair to chase delight in life, 

to seek riches, honours and physical pleasure. 

They are warned by Consiglio (Advice) and Intelletto 

(Intellect) however that they must renounce such 

distractions and instead seek lives of service and humility, 

to do good not for fear of punishment but because it is 

right. Rather than aspire to Heaven (or Hell, where they 

witness wicked souls being punished) Anima and Corpo 

vow to live good lives on earth, and the work ends with a 

general celebration: earth itself could be heaven, they 

proclaim, if only we could all live in harmony with one 

another. 

Praising Cavalieri’s music, Alessandro Guidotti (the 

score’s editor) lauds his ability to drive listeners ‘to tears 

and laughter’, arguing that he is the musician who first 

proved that ‘this style can move listeners to devotion’. It’s 

this pioneering philosophy – of music as engine of drama 

rather than simply accompaniment, decoration or 

meditation – that animates this unusual work, placing it 

much closer to Monteverdi’s operas in spirit than to the 

more arms-length Baroque oratorios that would follow. The 

genesis of this new style comes, Guidotti explains, from an 

attempt to recreate Classical dramas – works, members of 

the Camerata seem to have believed, which were delivered 

in heightened, chant-like song rather than speech. 

The guiding philosophy is that words should lead – no 

mean feat when they come in fairly unvaried, emphatic 

rhyming couplets, forcing the composer to use all his 

ingenuity to vary pace and create fluidity. Scoring is light 

and textures translucent (instruments are even instructed 

to perform behind the scenes, from a position where they 

will be invisible to the audience), and the new style of solo 

monody puts text front and centre, either in simple quasi-

recitative or freer arioso. Singers were originally instructed 

not to embellish their lines, so as not to obscure the words, 

and not to force their voices or strain for too much volume, 

lest both text and emotion should be lost. 

Breaking up these sections are more densely coloured 

strophic songs, choruses and dance-driven instrumental 

passages. The composer relishes the dramatic scenarios 

thrown up by the three-act drama – visions of heaven and 

hell, the pomp and glitter of Mondo and Piacere’s gentle 

sensuality. The latter enters with two companions who 

accompany their own lively dances on tambourine and 

chitarrone, while the contrasting visions of Heaven and Hell 

in Act III are vividly characterised, complete with 

condemned souls wailing in eternal fire, while the pious 

bask in eternal sunlight. Each act ends with a musical 

climax: Acts I and II with extended orchestral sinfonias (for 

which the composer demands ‘a great number of 

instruments’) while Act III offers two alternatives: a 

sequence of instrumental dances or an eight-part chorus, 

lively with imitative counterpoint. 

If Rappresentatione is no rival to Orfeo (or even Euridice) 

in purely musical terms, this intriguing work has an 

important place in musical history: an experiment whose 

questions and tensions would continue to compel 

composers from Monteverdi to Wagner and beyond. 
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Translation by Avril Bardoni 
 




